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ABSTRACT

We have developed a Looking-Ahead system to facilitate the
future video frame prediction via deep learning, which is of
practical value in the domain like autonomous driving etc.
The overall problem is decomposed into cascaded optical flow
prediction and subsequent predictive frame post-processing
for quality refinement. A pyramid flow calculation across ex-
isting frames is used to efficiently infer the motion of tar-
get frame; while a universal inpainting network is applied
to restore those motion-induced occluded pixels. Compared
with those published methods, our Looking-Ahead offers the
state-of-the-art performance measured objectively with better
Peak-Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) and Structural Similarity
(SSIM), and more appealing reconstructions.

Index Terms— Optical flow, inpainting, deep neural net-
works, video frame prediction

1. INTRODUCTION

Predicting the future and unknown video frame is a challeng-
ing task, due to complicated motions (e.g., translation, rota-
tion, camera panning, zoom, etc) of natural objects and indis-
tinguishable boundaries between foreground and background
in a scene. However, it has practical application perspective
in many areas, such as autonomous drive with accurate future
frame prediction to avoid potential traffic risks in advance. On
the other hand, it could improve the video compression effi-
ciency by using the implicit temporal motion side information
via the future frame prediction.

Intuitively, video motion shall exhibit stationary behav-
iors within a small scale in temporal domain, i.e., across sev-
eral consecutive frames. It is therefore naturally to utilize sev-
eral frames (e.g., processed or reconstructed previously) to
predict current frame (e.g., to-be processed or reconstructed).
A variety of attempts have been made recently on such video
frame prediction. One example is to use the temporal neu-
ral network to perform the prediction task, such as ConvL-
STM (Convolutional Long Short Term Memory Network) [1].
An updated structure with better predictive learning, which
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is called Causal LSTM, is proposed in [2]. Another exam-
ple utilizing the recurrent neural network (RNN) is presented
in [3] where motion patterns are captured via performing the
temporal-adaptive convolutions. Recent exploration is to use
generative adversarial network (GAN) [4] for frame predic-
tion, where Liang et al. develop a model based on GAN [4]
and use dual-learning mechanism to enforce future-frame pre-
dictions to be consistent with the pixel-wise flows. Moreover,
another piece of work focuses on decomposing the motion
and content. By independently modeling the motion and con-
tent in [5], predicting the next frame becomes converting the
extracted content features into the next frame content by the
identified motion features, which simplifies the task of pre-
diction.

Nevertheless, all of these existing works have its motion
prediction capabilities limited by the size of convolutional
kernels. A larger motion displacement usually incurs the
blurry in predicted frame. Instead, optical flow could better
capture the motion activities between consecutive frames.
Thus, in this paper, we propose a novel framework, so-called
Looking-Ahead, offering efficient future video frame pre-
diction via concatenated networks for respective accurate
optical flow estimation and predictive frame post-processing
refinement, shown in Fig. 1.

We have utilized a pyramid structure to decompose and
extend the optical flow from several existing frames (i.e., four
frames in our study) to the target frame, with the assump-
tion that the variance of the optical flow (a.k.a., accelera-
tion of the motion) fixed as a constant within a pre-defined
timescale. This structure avoids tracking all pixels (i.e., co-
ordinates) along the motion trajectory and greatly reduces the
complexity of flow estimation. In the meantime, we have fa-
cilitated a prioritized information update to avoid the conflicts
between background and foreground pixels by utilizing the
depth map based priority generation.

It inevitably produces “occlusion holes” after performing
the forward warping. We then devise an universal inpainting
network that leverages the implicit coherency across neighbor
frames without data specific training, to fill the “holes” effi-
ciently. Additional mask is also applied to distinguish original
black pixels and blank holes for correct restoration.

Our Looking-Ahead method has been evaluated with both
single-frame and multi-frame predictions using respective
UCF-101 [6] and Olympic [7] datasets, resulting in state-
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Fig. 1. Illustration of Looking-Ahead system for future frame prediction: (a) cascaded optical flow prediction and predictive
frame post-processing using inpainting network; (b) Basic units in post-processing

of-the-art performance measured by objective metrics such
as PSNR and SSIM. Meanwhile, sample snapshots are ran-
domly selected from the evaluation dataset, demonstrating
the better visual quality withe more appealing and pleasant
reconstruction, subjectively.

2. LOOKING-AHEAD: CASCADED FLOW
PREDICTION AND FRAME REFINEMENT

Our Looking-Ahead system mainly consists of two parts: one
is the optical flow prediction work and the other is the predic-
tive frame quality refinement network. They are concatenated
sequentially as illustrated in Fig. 1.

2.1. Optical Flow Prediction

In this work, we use existing four frames to predict the fifth
target. In such a small scale temporally, we could reason-
ably assume the stationary motion within those frames. Thus
pixel trajectory across these frames can be modeled using a
polynomial function. But, pixel-wise polynomial simulation
is time-consuming, and is difficult to do in practice. Instead,
we turn to the flow approximation at frame level.

The most straightforward way is to do the flow approxi-
mation frame by frame, i.e.,

−→
f t−1→t = F (Pt−1, Pt) , (1)

where F is the flow calculation using the FlowNet2.0 [8]1, Pt

is the frame at time t, and
−→
f t−1→t is the flow from frame at

t − 1 to frame at t. We then could easily have
−→
f t−4→t−3,

−→
f t−3→t−2, and so on so forth. In this way, we have to track
the pixels explicitly since we have different anchor frame for
flow estimation via Eq. (1), from frame at t − 4 to frame at
t− 1. This would incur heavy computation as well.

Instead, we propose a pyramid flow decomposition struc-
ture by setting the frame that is closest to the target frame as
the anchor to calculate the optical flow. In this work, it is
the fourth frame given the fifth frame as the target shown in
Fig. 1. With such setup, we could derive the flows towards
frame at t− 1, and could also have the flow between arbitrary
frame at respective i and j via vectorized derivation, i.e.,

−→
f j→i =

−→
f i→t−1 −

−→
f j→t−1. (2)

It is then naturally to have the velocity and acceleration of
corresponding flow at frame i by calculating the first-order
and second-order derivatives respectively, i.e.,

−→
V i =

−→
f i+2→i+1 −

−→
f i+1→i, (3)

−→
A i =

−→
V i+1 −

−→
V i. (4)

Referring to the stationary motion with these frames, we
could assume the constant acceleration of derived flows to-

1https://github.com/NVIDIA/flownet2-pytorch.git
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wards the target frame. Given that we use the frame at t − 1
(i.e., 4th frame) as the anchor always, we could then get the
flow

−→
f t→t−1 from target frame at t to frame at t − 1 via

above derivations. Finally, we perform the flow “mirroring”,
i.e.,
−→
f t−1→t = −

−→
f t→t−1 for warping the target frame at t.

2.2. Forward Warping

Let frame used for warping be Pt−1 and the resulted warped
frame is P̃t. The horizontal and vertical motion in optical flow
matrix are u and v, and M is the mask recording whether the
pixel is moved or not in the procedure of forward warping,
i.e.,

P̃t (x + [u(x, y)] , y + [v(x, y)]) = Pt−1(x, y), (5)
M (x + [u(x, y)] , y + [v(x, y)]) = 1. (6)

On the other hand, we need to distinguish whether this
pixel belongs to the foreground or background to avoid the
overriding when performing the warping processing. To re-
solve this problem we introduce the pixel priority via the
depth map calculation. The smaller the depth, the higher
the priority. Here, we simply use the monocular depth esti-
mation in [9]2 to derive the depth map for target frame at t.
It is also noted that “motion” or “motion velocity” can not
be used to infer the distinguishable pixel priority given that
either background or foreground can present its individual
motion, for instance, camera panning as background motion,
and objective rotation as foreground motion.

2.3. Predictive Frame Refinement via Post-Processing

Occlusion holes (i.e., black pixels) are typically presented af-
ter performing the forward warping. In this work, we propose
to fill these occlusion holes via an universal inpainting net-
work. However, typical inpainting networks [10] required the
model to be trained on each specific type of pictures, so as
to enforce the model generalization. In our case, due to the
implicit coherency between consecutive frames, i.e., less than
10% pixels are changed between frames, we can employ a
simple yet efficient network structure instead.

Motivated by works in [11] and [12], we could also use
a pyramid structure with embedded multi-scale processing to
well represent the local structures with better restoration per-
formance. As shown in Fig. 1, the lateral block consist of two
convolutional layers and two PReLU activation layers. The
downsampling block uses convolution with stride equals to
two, and the upsampling block applies bilinear interpolation
to scale the frame.

In addition the occlusion holes, each frame might already
contain “black pixels” in anyway. Those original black pixels
have to be identified to avoid incorrect processing. Afore-
mentioned mask in Eq. (6) is then utilized to let the post-
processing network be aware of these pixels.

2https://github.com/lixx2938/MegaDepth.git

2.4. Loss Functions

We use the same loss functions as suggested by Liu et al in
[10]. The per-pixel losses are L-1 loss for respective occlu-
sion holes and elsewhere, i.e.,

Lhole =
1

NPt

∥∥∥(1−M)�
(
P̃t − Pt

)∥∥∥
1
, (7)

Lvalid =
1

NPt

∥∥∥M � (P̃t − Pt

)∥∥∥
1
, (8)

with predicted target frame as P̃t, ground truth frame as Pt,
and binary mask frame as M . NPt

is the total number of
pixels in frame Pt.

The perceptual loss Lp defined following [13]. Let P̄t

be the resultant image where those non-hole pixels use the
ground truth value from Pt. NΨ

Pt
h

is the number of feature el-

ements in ΨPt

h which are extracted from the VGG-16 net [14].
ΨP∗

h is the activation map of selected h-th layer among H fea-
ture layers in total. Thus, Lp is set as,

Lp =

H−1∑
h=0

∥∥∥ΨP̃t

h −ΨPt

h

∥∥∥
1

N
Ψ

Pt
h

+

P−1∑
p=0

∥∥∥ΨP̄t

h −ΨPt

h

∥∥∥
1

N
Ψ

Pt
h

. (9)

Additionally, the style loss that is similar to the percep-
tual loss [13] is also utilized. Kh is normalization factor
1/ChHhWh where C∗, H∗ and W∗ are the channel size,
height and weight.

Lstyleout
=

H−1∑
h=0

1

ChCh

∥∥∥∥Kh

((
ΨP̃t

h

)>(
ΨP̃t

h

)
−
(

ΨPt

h

)>(
ΨPt

h

))∥∥∥∥
1

, (10)

Lstylecomp
=

H−1∑
h=0

1

ChCh

∥∥∥∥Kh

((
ΨP̄t

h

)>(
ΨP̂t

h

)
−
(

ΨPt

h

)>(
ΨPt

h

))∥∥∥∥
1

. (11)

Total variation is used as a smoothing penalty [20] on the
region of 1-pixel dilation of the occlusion hole R, i.e.,

Ltv =

∑
(i,j)∈R,(i,j+1)∈R

∥∥∥P̄t
i,j+1 − P̄t

i,j
∥∥∥

1

NP̄t

+
∑

(i,j)∈R,(i+1,j)∈R

∥∥∥P̄t
i+1,j − P̄t

i,j
∥∥∥

1

NP̄t

(12)

We finally get the total loss as the weighted combinations
of above individual loss in our trainable framework, i.e.,

Ltotal = Lvalid + 6Lhole + 0.05Lp+

120
(
Lstyleout

+ Lstylecomp

)
+ 0.1Ltv (13)
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Fig. 2. Subjective evaluation of sample snapshots

Table 1. Performance Comparison of Single-frame Prediction
BeyondMSE [15] DVF [16] DualGAN [17] EpicFlow [18] Nextflow [19] Ours

PSNR (dB) 28.2 29.6 30.1 29.1 29.9 31.2
SSIM 0.89 0.92 0.94 0.91 - 0.96

[22]

(a)

[22]

(b)

Fig. 3. Performance comparison of multi-frame prediction

3. EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES

We have evaluated our proposed Looking-Ahead in both
single-frame and multi-frame prediction scenarios.

Single-frame Prediction: In this case, we have trained
and validated our model on UCF-101 [6]. UCF-101 is a pop-
ular dataset containing realistic action videos. it has 13320
videos categorized into 101 types. These videos give the
largest diversity in terms of action behaviors. We have com-

pared our results with five other methods in the literature.
Both PSNR and SSIM [21] are reported in Table 1.

Multi-frame Prediction: We have also conducted ex-
periments using Olympic [7] dataset to measure the perfor-
mance for multi-frame prediction, with both PSNR and SSIM
plotted in Fig. 3. This dataset consists of 16 different sports
videos where the motion performed by athletes are complex
and hard to predict. We compared our method against five
different methods which are ConvLSTM[1], PredRNN++[2],
TBNet[3], CNDA[22] and MCNet[5]. As is shown in the
Fig. 3, our proposed method has comparatively great advan-
tages in the first several frames.

For both single-frame and multi-frame prediction sce-
narios, our proposed Looking-Ahead has demonstrated the
state-of-the-art performance in terms of the PSNR and SSIM
objectively, as shown in Table 1 and Fig. 3. In addition,
sample snapshots of Blowing Bubble sequence are also pro-
vided in Fig. 2, in comparison to the existing ConvLSTM [1]
and PredRNN++ [2] based frame prediction methods. Our
method has presented more appealing reconstructions close
to the ground truths, while others still have exhibited the
blurry artifacts.

4. CONCLUSION

We presented the Looking-Ahead to perform the future video
frame prediction via cascaded optical flow prediction and
predictive frame post-processing. Both flow prediction and
frame post-processing were devised using deep neural net-
works in an trainable way. Our Looking-Ahead demonstrated
the state-of-the-art performance compared with various meth-
ods publish in literature, in terms of the PSNR and SSIM ob-
jectively. In addition, our method also provided the superior
visual quality with more appealing reconstruction subjec-
tively.
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